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During December, we will be concluding our study of non-fiction reading, through the
topic of weather and weather related natural disasters. Students will be collecting and
synthesizing within a text and across multiple texts on the same topic.
To support their learning at home students can research natural disasters on
nationalgeographic.com or sign on BenchmarkUniverse.com to access a variety of
nonfiction texts by reading level.
Don’t forget about the PS 24 Portaportal where you can also fine a variety of nonfiction
reading texts and articles.
Students can revisit their writer’s notebook looking at people, places, and things that are
important to them listing reasons why they are so special to them.
Follow this up by citing stories when they were with this person, visiting this place, or using
their favorite thing. You can tell stories to your child about when they were with their
favorite person or visiting their favorite place.
All kids want something. Have your child try to persuade you why they should have that
thing by citing why it is important, how it is useful, or how it would make their life so much
better. They could also try to think of ways how what they want might be harmful.
Students will be continuing to explore division through different models as well as working
with factor and multiples. You can help your child at home by ensuring they know their
multiplication facts and practice their multiples. For example: the multiples of 4 are: 4, 8,
12, 16, and so on.
We will also be beginning our study of fractions as part of a whole.
At home, students can practice on http://www.fun4thebrain.com/division-html
During December, students will be learning about plant systems and how plants get
nutrients. We will also study lifecycles in different ecosystems and examine how they differ
from creature to creature.
You can support this work at home by researching plants and animals on
http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/kids
We will be concluding our study the three colonies looking at economic, geographic,
religious, political and cultural actors that shaped the colony of New Netherlands. We will
also be looking at early explorers of New York.
At home students can have fun returning to the colonial times by watching the video:
http://www.havefunwithhistory.com/HistorySubjects/colonialAmerica.html
Focus of the Month: Close Reading of Complex Science Texts

Students gain a deeper understanding of a text by close reading. Students have been practicing the steps of close reading
beginning with a quick or supported read to determine the overall main idea of the text and generate ideas they have pertaining to
the topic. They then dive deeper into the text by asking questions making inferences, and annotating the text as they read. Students
identify the author’s purpose for writing the text, identify his main ideas, and examine how the author uses details to support his ideas.
Students may use their Nonfiction Text Annotation bookmarks to help them annotate as they read. They are also encouraged to look
at how the text is structured. Is the text in a question/answer format? Is it cause and effect? Is it sequential? Or is there a problem
and solution? Students can use the text structure to help them choose and create a Thinking Map, which may help them further
understand the text. Finally, since reading and writing go hand in hand, students will be using their annotated texts to write about the
ideas they are having on the topics they are learning. Students will practice supporting their ideas with text evidence (In the text it
says…).

